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QA Review
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Single-layer  large cell (15x17 mm)
Read out  φ with wires, z with strips

Test Tube in BaBar shows wires give better φ
resolution, lower multiplicity than φ strips 
Negligible capacitor failure rate

Graphite-
Coated 

PVC

LST Design
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Test Tubes in BaBar

These have been 
extremely useful in 
defining the final readout 
configuration 

Front-end
HV circuit

Obtained geometrical 
efficiency:

94% @ 5600 V
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Readout Configuration (I)

Location of HV bypass capacitors is important, as they 
form part of the circuit for terminating the signals on 
the wires to ground. Tests in BaBar show that the 
circuit should be located close to the tubes

Improved coupling to the wire-strip transmission 
line.

Isolation of the HV cable (10-20 conductor)

Reduction of the effective capacitance of the 
cable/power supply

Capacitors are reliable enough: less than .2 failures 
per year expected (.02% of whole detector)
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Readout Configuration (II)

Placing the capacitors on the detector makes 
it possible to read out the wires. Advantages:

Larger-amplitude signals

Lower multiplicity

Elimination of phi strips (some cost saving)

Allows using lower-resistivity graphite, which should 
translate into better reliability.

Modifications to existing spec’d hardware very minor. 
Wire readout adopted.
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LST Production (I)

Extrusions: Tests in September. Specs met after 2 
weeks work. Full production now complete, all tubes 
at LST assembler’s factory (PHT). 

Tube components (endcaps, wire holders, etc): 
preproduction samples obtained three weeks ago. 
Changes made. Production started this week. Enough 
parts on hand 11/17 for LST stringing to begin.
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LST Production (II)

Facilities at PHT: clean areas readied; tooling 
adapted for BaBar cell size (includes machines for 
cleaning and painting extrusions, wiring). Painting of 
extrusions has begun.

LST team develops in-house strip production facility, 
eliminating a potentially unreliable commercial 
operation. New technique gives better performance, 
removes concerns about schedule and Q/C 
associated with the vendor.
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Dec 15 -- BaBar chooses LST for IFR Upgrade
June 12  -- EPAC Review Approves LST Proposal
June 15 -- Cost/Schedule/WBS prepared
June 22 -- INFN Gruppo Uno Evaluation (Resources!)
June 27 -- BaBar IFC Approves Project (Resources!)
June 30 -- Large/Small Cell Decision
July 17               -- Electronics Design Review (pass)
Aug 1                 -- Place Orders for Tubes & Small parts
Aug 26               -- Q/A Review 
Sept 3                -- Fire safety approval for materials (tubes, strips, cables)
Aug 27               -- Install Test Module into BaBar
Oct 1                  -- Decide to read out Phi via wire signals instead of strips
Oct 1                  -- Final design for “small parts”
Oct 22                -- Mechanical, Schedule (Installation) & Budget Review
Nov 5                 -- Module Design Complete
Nov 10               -- Tube Production begins! Begin fab of shipping boxes
Nov 15               -- Orders placed for components: electronics, crates, HV 

system, signal cables, HV cables

Milestones successfully passed
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Dec 1           Z-strip production begins
Dec 18         First shipment (~5%) of tubes to Princeton/OSU   

All materials for module assembly in Princeton/OSU
Jan 6  ’04     Q/C systems operational at OSU, Princeton

Module assembly begins.
Feb 1          HV system shipped to Princeton
Feb 15         Tubes for 2 sextants shipped to Princeton/OSU 
Mar 1           Crates complete
Mar 1           Electronics tests begin
Mar 15 5% of modules shipped to SLAC
Mar 15         Q/C system operational at SLAC
Apr 1           Installation tooling complete: Installation Readiness Review
Apr 1           Electronics complete
Apr 1           Production, Q/C complete at PHT; 
Apr 1           Gas system assembled, under test at SLAC
Apr 15          Electronics, crates, HV shipped to SLAC
May  1          All tubes shipped to OSU/Princeton
May 1 Ship Modules for 2 sextants to SLAC
May 15         Q/C begins at SL:AC
July 20          Modules for last 4 sextants assembled at OSU, Princeton
July 31          LST system construction complete
Aug 1           Installation of 2 sextants begins
July 2005      Install remaining 4 sextants (ready earlier)

Remaining Milestones
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Absolutely crucial to get this right!

Q/C procedures at Pol.Hi.Tech. (PHT)
Test equipment supplied by INFN in place at PHT. 

Tube acceptance criteria agreed upon – Stated in PO.

Q/C and long term test procedures at US sites has 
been designed.

Team and procedures in place – 3 Q/C shifters/day.

C. Lu and two Princeton students  at PHT to become 
expert, and then work on  Q/C at Princeton and OSU 
during module assembly.

Quality Control
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Barcode labeling

Inspection of profiles
Mechanical

Graphite coating

Resistivity Measurement

Inspection of jackets, endcaps, circuit cards

Gas tightness (leak test)

Wire check

Wire-cathode distance measurement

HV conditioning and plateau measurement

Long range tests

Scope of Q/C Activities at PHT
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QA Review

Reviewers:  Jaroslav Va’vra (chair); Giorgio Maggi; Darren Marsh

Limitation: working to a tight schedule during late July & August: 
vacations, closed departments, etc. versus need to have the QA 
plan in place by September

Are you satisfied that the LST team has a credible QA Plan?

Process:
LST team completes QA plan and distributes it to reviewers Aug 6 (17pages)

Reviewers read plan, submit comments for changes, questions for clarification

LST team amend plan by Aug 18

Caucus for second round of comments, questions if needed

Teleconference with presentations, etc., if needed, last week August

Comments from committee follow.
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QA  Q & A

The reviewers had ~30 questions requiring detailed 
responses. These were concerned with, among others: 

Appoint a QA czar? Level of clean room required? Wire cleaning? 
Wire tension test? Extrusion straightness test? Material coupons
for paint? Damage from probes for resistivity measure? 
Radioactive source test? Aging & amplifiers? Avoid changes from 
past experiments…

PVC extrusion company experience? Preproduction issues? Czar? 
Gloves? Why so many resistivity measurements? Gas tightness? 
Shipping box details? Transportation damage checks issue.

Post clean room requirements. Problem resolution? Stringing. 
PCB soldering check? Strip rejection? Spec values rather than 
‘small or zero’. Control of glues and epoxies. Decide to proceed ?
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QA Reviewer Signoff

Opinion of three reviewers that the QA plan plus the 
Q&A satisfied them that QA was adequate:

“…the answers provided show that the questions were taken 
seriously…These people are very experienced.”
“ I have reviewed the responses to our comments and 
questions and believe the LST Manufacturing Team has a 
good handle on the process controls needed to ensure 
requirements are met.”
“As far as I am concerned, I am quite satisfied…I have 
learned that ….the company involved has great experience. 
That there is a person named to be in charge of production 
and QC…That the production rate will be low initially and 
there is a plan to QC the tubes produced and review the 
results early…’clean room practice’ … is accepted.”
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Mechanical, Schedule & Budget Review

BaBar Barrel IFR Upgrade Mechanical, Schedule and Cost Review
Charge to the Committee

(W. Althouse, G. Bowden, G. Deis (chair), F. Raffaelli, J. Weisend)

The BaBar Instrumented Flux Return (IFR) system consists of the return yoke of the 
superconducting solenoid magnet along with instrumentation used to detect the 
passage of particles (µ’s, π’s and long-lived neutral kaons). The steel is arrayed in 
sextants consisting of 18 layers of steel with thickness increasing radially outward. 
Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs) constitute the sensors located in the slots between 
the steel layers. The performance of the RPCs has been decaying since the start of the 
experiment. The performance in the barrel has now decreased sufficiently that the 
sensor elements must be replaced. The problems that have been found with the 
‘monolithic’ RPCs have led BaBar to choose a better understood and more robust 
sensor technology, Limited Streamer Tubes (LSTs), to replace them.  It is expected 
that this more modular technology will last reliably through the balance of the decade.

The barrel RPC system has 19 layers of sensor. The outermost of these layers can not 
be accessed. In order to more than compensate for the loss of the last layer of steel 
absorber, six of the gaps between the steel plates will be filled with brass. 
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Charge (cont’d)

Access to the RPCs is limited by the array of steel that covers the ends of the barrel 
and provides a connection path from the barrel to the endcap for the magnetic field.  
In order to remove the RPCs, these parts of the barrel structure which have been in 
place since the construction of the experiment will need to be removed. Engineering 
studies have been conducted to understand the stability of the barrel structure under 
the increased load from the brass while the structure is partially disassembled. Four of 
eight magnet vessel restraints will be disconnected during the first phase of the 
installation, when the top and bottom sextants will be upgraded. The four supports for 
the barrel calorimeter are attached to the steel corner blocks. Two of these blocks will 
be removed during the second phase of the upgrade, requiring a transfer of the 
calorimeter load.  Please evaluate the adequacy of the engineering studies performed 
thus far. Are they moving in the right direction in cases where they are not yet 
complete? Can we put the detector together again?

Tooling and platforms will be needed for removal and restoration of the steel, for 
insertion of the brass absorber, and for the installation of the LSTs. Please comment 
on the status of the design of these items, as well as mechanical design of the LST 
modules. The sensor elements will require services: gas, readout cables, high voltage 
system. Is the plan for integration of these services on the BaBar detector adequate? 
Are safety considerations receiving sufficient attention? 
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Charge (cont’d)

The installation of the LSTs, brass and services is expected to be a complicated 
task. Installation plans have been developed. Manpower estimates have been 
made based on schedules which aim to minimize downtime, since BaBar is 
engaged in competition with another experiment. The schedule for summer 
2004, when the first phase of installation will occur, is driven by the desire to 
match as closely as possible the normal two month machine shutdown. In 2005 
the second phase of barrel upgrade will take place, as well as repairs to the 
Silicon Vertex Detector and upgrade of beam line elements also contained with it 
in the support tube. Due to the complexity of this multi-system upgrade, it is 
expected that it  will take significantly longer. The 2005 schedule is less mature 
than that of 2004. Please comment on the installation plan. Does the manpower 
estimated appear adequate? Is there enough float in the 2004 schedule, or is it a 
very success oriented schedule? Is the time estimated to be needed in 2005 
adequate?  

Finally, please consider the cost estimates and WBS for this upgrade. Please 
comment on their maturity and adequacy. 

Please provide your preliminary feedback via a closeout session on the afternoon 
of the second day of this review, with a written report to follow. 
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Project Review Agenda
Introduction & Charge
Mech/Elect Engineering & 
Design Manpower & Org Chart
Overview of BaBar Steel Design
Brass Absorber Design
Earthquake Analysis
Mechanical Engineering Analysis
LST Schedule & Milestones
LST Design
Handling & Installation Fixture 
Status
EMC Load Transfer Fixture
Installation Platforms & 
Positioners
S.C. Solenoid Issues 

LST Gas System
Utility Routing, Cableways & Crate 
Locations
LST Storage and Testing
Hazard Analysis & Safety 
Oversight
WBS & Cost Estimate
Mechanical Installation 
Preparation
2004 Brass Absorber Installation
LST Installation, Connection & 
Checkout
IR-2 Installation Manpower & Org 
Chart
2004 IR-2 Installation Schedule
2005 IR-2 Installation Discussion 
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Committee Report (I)

We now have a draft report from the committee. The format of the
report is General Comments, Response to Specific Questions in the 
Charge, and a Summary of Specific Recommendations. Extracts of the 
General Comments follow:
The Committee would like to thank the project staff for their efforts in preparing 
and presenting this review, and commend them for their excellent work in the 
project thus far.  The BaBar Barrel IFR Upgrade presents some unique 
engineering challenges, and the team has done a very good job of identifying 
and addressing them.  Overall, the committee feels that that a great deal of 
good work has been done, that the project is on track, and that it will be 
successfully completed.
From a technical standpoint, the project is solid, and there are no technical 
show-stoppers.  All of the major technical risks are identified.  For the 2004 
installation, all of the major technical risks are resolved, and the team is making 
good progress in hammering out the remaining details.  For the 2005 
installation, some technical risks remain, particularly the method of transferring 
the EMC load onto temporary supports.  There is adequate time to resolve these 
remaining issues and to incorporate the lessons learned in the 2004 installation.
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Committee Report (II)

The overall schedule for the project appears sound.  The schedule for 
the 2004 installation is very well-done for this stage of the project, with 
an excellent level of detail.  However, the 2.5 month duration for the 
2004 installation is extremely success-oriented.  Some of the 
assumptions the schedule is based upon are quite uncertain.  
Nevertheless, the committee feels that it is a reasonable aggressive 
planning goal  that will help focus the attention of both the project and 
SLAC management on the schedule risks.  Continued discussion 
between the project and SLAC management, and proactive decision-
making by both, will be necessary to properly prioritize shutdown 
activities to avoid significant slips beyond this goal.
The WBS and cost estimate are also very well-developed, and appear 
to be reasonable and without padding...
There are three key areas which the Project should focus on, in order 
to reduce the overall project risk as it moves forward: 
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Committee Report (III)

First, project leaders should place more emphasis on technical and 
programmatic coordination across the entire project, including LST 
production and installation…
Second, project leaders should work closely with SLAC management, 
and clarify the key schedule risks and tradeoffs…  There are also 
several key tradeoffs that can be made (such as the tradeoff of number 
of sextants upgraded in 2004 vs. the downtime required for the 
upgrade)….
Third is the need for more formal safety planning.  The circumstances 
of the installations in 2004 and 2005 present a significant risk of 
accident.  Early, detailed, safety planning is needed to ensure adequate 
personnel training and full-time coverage by safety officers on all shifts 
for the duration of the installation….


